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The Challenge  

The Poetry Takeover Challenge runs as a part of the South Australia’s 
History Festival. It encourages South Australian school students to explore 
historical objects and think creatively about an annual theme. In 2022 the 
theme is reimagine. The challenge invites young people to visit their local 
museums and galleries, pick an object and create a poem about that object 
meeting the theme. 
 
Poem entries need to draw inspiration from an object with significance to 
South Australia, discovered in one of the History Trust museums, or local 
museums or in a locally curated online collections. Participants can write 
poems in any form: haiku, stanza, limerick, sonnet or free verse as long as 
they address an object and the theme.  

 

Who can participate? 

The Poetry Takeover Challenge is open to all South Australian students in 
Years 4 through 10 across South Australia.  

 

How to enter 

Submit your poem & object image between 9 March and 10 May 2022 on 
our Submissions page.  

Please ensure that: 

 One entry per person.  

 Poems submitted must be the student’s own work.  

 Poems are not to contain any discriminatory or offensive language.  

 Entries must be submitted through the Poetry Takeover website.  
 
Please note: By submitting your poem, you are consenting to your poems 
being displayed on the Poetry Takeover website and via social media 
channels. 

Judging Criteria  
Poetry is a wildly creative medium, which makes it a lot of fun to create 

and to read, and as all English teachers know, difficult to assess. Lucky for 

us, we have assembled a team of passionate and diverse student judges 

that work together to select the winning poems.  

Our judging panel will be tackling the entries with the following criteria 

and guidelines in mind, and will be looking for a strong connection to the 

chosen object and the theme: reimagine.  

Criteria:  

 concept  

 creativity 

 originality  

 relationship to the chosen object  

 connection to the theme 

 use of poetic devices  

Prizes 
Prizes will be awarded by the judging panel and through the people’s 
choice voting. Visit our website to see this year’s prizes. 

 

 

 

 

 

https://poetrytakeover.com.au/submit-your-poem/
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Running the Poetry Takeover Challenge  

How can museums get involved? 
One aim of the Poetry Takeover Challenge is to provide a way for museums to 
connect with their local schools during History Festival. With this in mind, we 
encourage museums and galleries throughout the state to take part using the 
following tips: 

• Add yourself to the Poetry Takeover mailing list to be sure you receive 
important updates. 

• Be sure to let your social media followers know you're taking part and 
invite them to check out the Poetry Takeover website for student entries. 

• Plan a poetry reading or display in your museum or gallery following the 
challenge. 

• Use the guidelines at the end of this document as a roadmap for 
classroom visits. 

Poems and the objects of inspiration will be displayed on the Poetry Gallery on 
our website,https://poetrytakeover.com.au and shared on social media. Prizes 
will be awarded according to the year groups 4-6 and 7-9. 

 

Reaching Schools 
Getting schools onsite is key; here are some tips to help you connect with and 
support your local schools.  

 Share your involvement in the challenge with your network via social 
media, email or flyers. 

 Display an A3 or A4 Poetry Takeover Venue poster, at your location so 
visitors will know you are participating. You can download venue posters 
from the resources page on the Poetry Takeover website. 

 Contact your local school and work with them directly to arrange class 
visits.  

 If a school group contacts you and is keen to participate, arrange a time 
and point them to the Teacher Resources. 

 Plan school visits using our suggested run sheet resource (page 5). 

 

Resources 
Here are some of the teaching resources on for the Poetry Takeover Challenge 

that you might use when running a session with a school or suggest to your local 

schools: 

 Poetry prompts PowerPoint – use in-class as a warm up activity 

 Poetry writing worksheet – designed for excursions 

 Video inspiration – student poets discussing their writing process 

 Reflection cards – assist students while exploring objects 

 Writing tips – information for completing the challenge 

 Ice breakers – poetry icebreaker activities for the classroom 
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Ready to write  

Choosing an object  
Museums collect and display objects that have historical or scientific value, 

tell a story and/or have aesthetic value. The object chosen should be 

something that appeals to the poet in some way, and connects with the 

theme of reimagine.  

Before choosing an object, take time to browse a museum, gallery or 

collection and discussing some objects as a class.  

 Do you know what this object is? 

 Why do you think a museum would display this object? Why is it 

important? 

 When do you think this object was created?  

 What kind of person might have owned this object?  

 What material/s is this made from?  

 Do you think this object was made in Australia or overseas?  

 Is this object connected to a particular culture/event/time period? 

  

Reflection cards  
Looking through a museum or collection can 

be overwhelming for students if they don’t 

know what to look for. You might like to use 

some of the questions above as prompts, 

some of your own, or you can use the 

Reflection Cards found on the Resources 

page of our website.  

 

Writing tips 
1. Connecting to the theme – show the judges you have thought deeply 
about the theme of reimagine and the way your object connects to it. 
Reimagined is about taking a new perspective: seeing differently and 
thinking creatively.  

2. Using an object as inspiration – your object could feature in your poem 

as the focus of description, it could be a prop in a story you are telling, or it 

might make you think of a certain issue or memory and you could write 

your poem about that. Whatever inspiration you might take, make sure 

the connection is clear for other readers. 

3. Form – whether you use rhyme or rhythm, or the form of a sonnet, 

limerick, or other type of poem, the structure should suit what you are 

trying to say.  

4. Precise word choices – carefully select the right words to say what you 

mean, to build your picture in the reader’s mind. Your words should 

express your ideas with clarity and imagination.  

5. Edit and proof read – read your work carefully and make sure your 

spelling, grammar and punctuation is correct. You can use some creative 

license in a poem, so if there is a mistake it should be a purposeful 

mistake. Edit out unnecessary words and phrases that don’t add to the 

story or effect. Try swapping your poem with a friend and giving each 

other three pieces of constructive feedback.   

 

Submitting 
Once complete, poems should be checked 
against the guidelines and submited with an 
object image to the submissions page 
between 9 March and 10 May 2022.  

https://poetrytakeover.com.au/resources/
https://poetrytakeover.com.au/submit-your-poem/


Guidelines for museums and galleries  

Thank you for participating in this History Festival Poetry Takeover! We hope your visitors will be inspired 

by the collection that your institution values and supports! Our goal is to encourage young people to 

engage with objects, think creatively, connect it to reimagine and then compose a poem of any kind – 

spoken word, haiku, sonnet etc. 

Here is a run sheet of how you could host a visiting class. 

Introduction Begin by introducing yourself and your gallery/museum. 

 

Set expectations – noise level, object handling and moving through the 

space. 

 

Explain the first activity – exploring the space and finding one object. 

Explain that students must choose an object by the end of the exploration 

time.  

Exploring Give students time to explore the space and learn about the objects on 

display. We recommend giving up to 30 minutes. 

 

If any students are struggling to find objects, assist them by offering 

reflection cards or guiding them to interesting objects.  

Writing Come together and discuss what was learned. Explain task – writing a 

poem about the object – and hand out worksheets (see resources).  

If students are unsure of how to begin, you begin by reading an example 

poem or giving tips of how to get started.  

 

Set time expectations for writing – we suggest up to 30 minutes. Ask 

student to make sure they edit and re-draft when they finish writing.   

Wrapping up Call the class back together and invite students to share their learning 

and/or read their poem if they are confident to.  

 

Explain the process of submitting the poems online. Remind students and 

teacher that they will need to submit a photograph of the object alongside 

the poem. Hand over to the class’s teacher. 

 

 

 

 

 



For enquiries about Poetry Takeover contact 

 
History Festival Team 
historyfestival@history.sa.gov.au 

 

 Torrens Parade Ground 

Victoria Drive Adelaide SA 5000 

GPO Box 1836 Adelaide SA 5001 

Tel 08 8203 9868 Fax 8203 9889 

https://history.sa.gov.au/

